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The rebels’ threat of more missile attacks like that on
Riyadh airport threatens to escalate the proxy conflict
between Riyadh and Tehran, which back opposing sides
in wars and power struggles from Yemen to Syria. On
Monday, the Saudi-led military coalition in Yemen said it

reserved the “right to respond” to the missile attack,
calling it a blatant military aggression by the Iranian
regime which might amount to an act of war.

The tensions come as Saudi Arabia remains
embroiled in the biggest purge of the kingdom’s elite in
its modern history. Dozens of high-profile figures
including princes, ministers as well as billionaire tycoon
Al-Waleed bin Talal were swept up in the weekend
purge - just after an anti-graft commission headed by
Prince Mohammed was formed. US President Donald
Trump voiced support for the crackdown late on
Monday, saying that some of those arrested had been
“milking their country for years”. — Agencies
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fighting on the streets of Beirut that only underlined
Hezbollah’s military dominance. The regional struggle
moved elsewhere in recent years, notably neighboring
Syria where years of Saudi investment in rebel groups
fighting President Bashar Al-Assad failed to withstand
direct military intervention by Iran and Hezbollah. 

In Iraq, Tehran-backed militias and Iranian com-
manders have often seemed as powerful as the US-
backed Iraqi military, most recently in an operation to
retake Kirkuk from Kurdish forces. So emboldened
was Iran that top Iranian official Ali Akbar Velayati
trumpeted his regional alliance’s success from Beirut
last Friday, declaring victories in Iraq, Syria and
Lebanon. His statement to the media after a meeting
with Hariri was seen as a major provocation to regional
Sunni powerhouse Saudi Arabia. Hariri left for Saudi
Arabia immediately afterwards, cancelling previously
scheduled engagements and catching even his closest
advisors off guard the next day with a declaration first

broadcast by Saudi-owned media.
Hezbollah was established by Iran’s Revolutionary

Guards in 1982 to fight Israeli troops in Lebanon. Its
last major war with Israel was in 2006, since when
Hezbollah has grown stronger. While Sabhan vowed
that Hezbollah would be forced back into “its caves” in
southern Lebanon, any Saudi military action in
Lebanon - such as air strikes - would come as a major
surprise. Political paralysis and tension is however a
big threat to an already stagnant economy, and could
derail next year’s parliamentary elections - Lebanon’s
first since 2009. Policymakers have scrambled to calm
concern over the financial stability of the heavily
indebted state. They say the Lebanese pound -
pegged against the dollar at the same rate for 20
years - is stable. 

Hariri was spearheading efforts to garner interna-
tional aid to help Lebanon deal with the strain of host-
ing 1.5 million Syrian refugees, or a quarter of the pop-
ulation. Leaders on all sides say there should be no
further escalation. Both Hezbollah and Hariri’s Future
Movement have worked to contain Sunni-Shiite ten-
sions during the war in neighboring Syria. Hezbollah
leader Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah has called for calm
and patience in the face of Hariri’s resignation. Okab
Sakr, a member of Hariri’s Future Movement, noted
that protests in solidarity with Hariri had been can-
celled to avoid trouble. — Agencies
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ABU DHABI: Nested under a dome with geometric
arabesque patterns and appearing to float on water, the
Louvre Abu Dhabi is now home to Matisse, Mondrian - and
George Washington. The abstract expressionism of Jackson
Pollock and Mark Rothko hangs a few steps away from
Henri Matisse, Vincent van Gogh and a portrait of George
Washington in 12 “chapters”, or galleries, in the Emirati cap-
ital. Other galleries are dedicated to artifacts from China,
Iraq and DR Congo, among others, aimed at telling the story
of the civilizations and religions of the world.

The museum expects to welcome around 5,000 visitors
in its first days which start with the public opening on Nov
11, according to Mohammed Al-Mubarak, chairman of the
Abu Dhabi Culture and Tourism Authority. “Because this is
an international museum, we’re expecting visitors from
around the world,” Mubarak said during a media tour ahead
of the inauguration ceremony to be held today. “So a muse-
um visitor from China will find something that speaks to her,
to her history. A visitor from India will find the same.” 

On an island off the coast of Abu Dhabi, the galleries sit
inside low-roofed white structures, reminiscent of an Arab
“medina”, surrounded by water that flows between the
museum buildings. In one gallery - or chapter - is a dark,
quiet room home to a leaf from the Blue Quran, a ninth cen-
tury manuscript with gold lettering on blue parchment.
Right next to the Quran sit a 1498 Yemeni Pentateuch, the
first book of the Jewish Torah, and two volumes of a Gothic
bible bound in calfskin going back to the 13th century. 

A star attraction, according to organizers, is Leonardo
da Vinci’s “La Belle Ferronniere”, the portrait of an unknown
woman, which is on loan from the Louvre in Paris. And on
your way out is Ai Weiwei’s 23-foot-high “Fountain of
Light,” a spiralling structure draped in crystals inspired by
communist plans for a massive monument that never actual-
ly saw the light of day.

The opening of the Louvre Abu Dhabi, the first museum
to carry the famed art brand outside of France, comes after
a more than five-year delay. The launch comes a decade
after France and the UAE agreed to a 30-year partnership
reportedly worth $1.1 billion, including nearly half a billion
dollars for the rights to the Louvre brand alone. French
President Emmanuel Macron is set to attend the inaugura-
tion on his first visit to the United Arab Emirates since tak-
ing office in May.

During construction, the project faced intense criticism

over conditions faced by laborers, who faced low pay, long
hours and hot conditions. A worker was killed in an accident
in 2015 while another died of “natural causes” in 2016,
according to Abu Dhabi authorities. Hundreds working on
projects on the island, including the Louvre, also were
deported or lost their work visas for launching strikes over
their conditions, according to according to a 2015 Human
Rights Watch report . Labor strikes are illegal in the UAE.

Jean-Luc Martinez, the president-director of the Louvre
in Paris, contends the museum spoke “very frankly” about
laborer conditions. He described the museum as a bridge
between Asia, Africa and Europe. “We are not a European
museum,” he told the AP. “It’s a place to see the world from
Abu Dhabi.” That begins in the first gallery, where the floor
bears an outline of the UAE with the names of different
world cities in Arabic, China, English and Hindi. Different
cultures face each other in exhibits: For example, a French
suit of armor is positioned to look directly across from a
Japanese warrior’s outfit.

The museum also makes a point to put the world’s reli-
gions side by side. In one exhibit, a Jewish funerary stele
from France in 1250 sits next to a Tunisian Muslim’s funerary
steel and a Christian archbishop’s stone epitaph from Tyre,
Lebanon. A painted French stone statue of Virgin and Child
stands by a section of a Syrian Quran dating to around
1250, open to a page recounting the night during the holy
month of Ramadan when the holy book was revealed to
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH).

In a Middle East still torn by religious and sectarian con-
flict, whether between Sunni and Shiite or Israelis and the
Palestinians, simply putting them side by side is a major state-
ment. “By addressing their message to all humanity without
distinction, Buddhism, Christianity and Islam transcended
local cultural characteristics and deeply transformed ancient
societies,” one placard reads. “These religions shared with
Judaism the concept of monotheism but diverged on the sub-
jects such as the representation of the divine.”

Nudity, however, is only lightly represented, either in
bare breasts on an Italian dish or nude bronze ballerina
statuettes by Edgar Degas, seemingly dancing in the line
of sight of James McNeill Whistler’s famed painting of
his mother. Whistler’s painting joins a woman’s portrait
on wood by Leonardo da Vinci, two works by Pablo
Picasso and a hot-pink Andy Warhol image of an electric
chair. — Agencies 

Matisse meets George Washington at new museum

Louvre Abu Dhabi prepares 
to unveil itself to the world

ABU DHABI: A cleaner mops the floor next to a painting titled “Napoleon Bonaparte, First Consul, Crossing the Alps” by
French artist Jacques-Louis David at the Louvre Abu Dhabi during a media tour on Monday on Saadiyat island. — AFP  

A man walks past the medieval ‘Tapestry of Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar’ displayed at the Louvre Abu Dhabi. 


